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ABSTRACT
In their unrelenting quest for lower latency, cloud providers are
deploying servers closer to their customers and enterprises are
adopting paid Network-as-a-Service (NaaS) offerings with per-
formance guarantees. Unfortunately, these trends contribute
to greater industry consolidation, benefiting larger companies
and well-served regions while leaving little room for smaller
cloud providers and enterprises to flourish. Instead, we argue
that the public Internet could offer good enough performance,
if only edge networks could work together to achieve better vis-
ibility and control over wide-area routing. We present Tango,
a cooperative architecture where pairs of edge networks (e.g.,
access, enterprise, and data-center networks) collaborate to
expose more wide-area paths, collect more accurate measure-
ments, and split traffic more intelligently over the paths. Tango
leverages programmable switches at the borders of the edge
networks, coupled with techniques to coax BGP into exposing
more paths, without requiring support from end hosts or inter-
mediate ASes. Experiments with our preliminary Tango de-
ployment (using IPv6 addresses and the Vultr cloud provider)
show that Tango could offer much greater visibility and control
over wide-area routing, allowing the public Internet to meet
the needs of many modern networked applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern networked services—such as interactive applications
(e.g., online gaming and video conferencing) and cyberphys-
ical systems (e.g., self-driving cars and factory automation)—
increasingly rely on predictable, low-latency communication.
Yet, today’s Internet is not up to the task. In response, large
cloud providers are adopting edge computing, where cloud
servers are deployed in, or near, access networks to be closer
to their users. However, edge computing incurs significant
costs to deploy, manage, and upgrade servers at many lo-
cations. Alternatively, enterprises can adopt Network-as-a-
Service (NaaS) models such as “connectivity cloud” for re-
liable, high-performance communication with their cloud-
hosted resources, but at the cost of installing specialized equip-
ment and using dedicated network bandwidth.

These solutions work by side-stepping the long-standing
performance and reliability problems with the Internet core.
Instead, we argue that the public Internet can be made to sup-
port the low latency and high reliability that modern networked
services need, at much lower cost. Working with the public
Internet would enable a much broader collection of cloud
providers and enterprises to flourish, including smaller orga-
nizations and underserved regions. Yet, despite years of effort,
wide-area traffic delivery still faces significant limitations. We
believe the key is to enable pairs of edge networks (e.g., an
access network and a cloud datacenter) to cooperate to control
how their traffic traverses the public Internet. Working together,
a pair of edge networks can:
Expose greater path diversity: The Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) typically selects a single best path for each IP prefix.
Edge networks with few neighbors learn few paths, and these
paths may not offer the best performance. In contrast, cooper-
ating edge networks can expose additional paths to each other.
Collect more accurate measurements: Traditional end-to-
end performance measurements are notoriously noisy (due to
variable loss and intra-domain delay), and round-trip measure-
ments make it hard to understand one-way path performance.
In contrast, cooperating edge networks can collect one-way
measurements of the wide-area paths between them.
Make better routing decisions: Armed with greater path
diversity and more accurate path-level measurements, edge
networks can make more informed routing decisions. Plus, by
associating a tunnel with each wide-area path, the cooperat-
ing edge networks can exert more direct control over which of
these paths carries the traffic from one edge network to another.
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Plus, by working together, the edge networks can achieve
these goals without support from the end hosts or intermediate
Autonomous Systems (ASes), greatly simplifying incremental
deployment and reducing cost.

In this paper, we present Tango, an architecture that enables
edge networks to cooperate in wide-area traffic delivery. For
example, a cloud provider could offer Tango as a service to cus-
tomer access or enterprise networks, or a distributed enterprise
could run Tango between its multiple locations. Tango runs at
the border switches of each of the edge networks, and lever-
ages recent advances in programmable data planes to collect
one-way performance measurements and tunnel traffic over
specific wide-area paths to the other edge networks. The Tango
edge networks also adopt techniques at the edge to expose
greater path diversity, including using multiple IPv6 subnets
and BGP communities to reveal multiple underlying wide-area
paths to each other. We describe our experiences deploying
and evaluating an initial Tango prototype using the Vultr [3]
cloud provider and our own IPv6 address block. This prototype
allows us to collect measurements that show the rich path di-
versity between edge networks, the differences in performance
between paths and across time, and the value of collecting one-
way measurements between edge networks. The prototype also
shows how edge networks can readily adopt Tango.

In the next section, we discuss alternative approaches to im-
proving wide-area performance, including multi-homed route
control (at a single edge network), multipath TCP (on end
hosts), and proposed multipath extensions to BGP. Each of
these solutions has limitations in exposing path diversity, col-
lecting performance measurements, or supporting incremental
deployment. Then, Section 3 presents the Tango architecture
and discuss how Tango overcomes these limitations. Next,
in Section 4, we present our Vultr deployment of the Tango
architecture, in which we conduct a measurement study that
demonstrates the effectiveness of edge-network cooperation
to expose useful path diversity. We summarize our comparison
of one-way performance across paths in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 discusses promising research directions, including
additional ways to expose wide-area path diversity, collect path
measurements in an efficient and secure manner, and perform
effective load balancing across multiple paths in the data plane.

2 MOTIVATION
Edge networks often have little visibility into, and control over,
the wide-area paths that carry their traffic, leading to poorer
and less predictable performance. Prior work on addressing
these challenges faces limitations in measurement accuracy,
path diversity, or incremental deployability.

2.1 Challenges in wide-area route control
To optimize routing, a network needs visibility (the ability to
measure the alternative paths) and control (the ability to select
among multiple paths). Both of these are hard today.
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Figure 1: Status-quo: ASX and ASY are not multi-homed
and have no infrastructure for accurate measurements;
thus, they cannot measure, let alone optimize, the AS paths.

Inaccurate measurements of wide-area paths. Collecting
wide-area performance measurements is particularly difficult
today. First, end-to-end performance measurements are often
dominated by problems in the edge network (e.g., wireless in-
terference or local congestion) or on the end-hosts themselves
(e.g., overloaded machine). Second, bidirectional metrics such
as round-trip time (RTT)—whether collected by end-hosts or
network devices—are hard to decompose into separate metrics
for the two one-way paths. Third, while ECMP traffic splitting
can increase the effective path diversity, it also complicates
efforts to combine measurements from multiple flows that may
traverse different paths. Finally, measurement strategies often
rely on protocol semantics (e.g., TCP sequence and acknowl-
edgment numbers) or probing, which have multiple known
disadvantages (e.g., delayed acknowledgments). Such strate-
gies do not generalize to all traffic e.g., QUIC, or might be
fooled by ASes treating probe traffic preferentially.
Insufficient path diversity for edge networks. Despite the
rich path diversity of the Internet core, an edge network’s in-
terdomain routing choices are limited to its direct neighbors.
A single-homed network has no choice at all, beyond using
the one BGP route its one provider offers for each destination
IP prefix. Plus, this route is likely suboptimal, as BGP does
not make routing decisions based on performance metrics. A
multi-homed network can select wide-area paths across its
multiple providers. However, many networks have just two,
or perhaps three, providers. Plus, these seemingly different
wide-area paths might have common bottlenecks that make op-
timizing across them meaningless. Any source routing protocol
or multipath extension to BGP would require the participation
of multiple ASes, making deployment difficult.

2.2 Limitations of prior work
To highlight the challenges, consider the example in Figure 1
where ASX performs real-time analytics on drone data to en-
able adaptive control. To that end, ASX runs virtual machines
(VMs) in a cost-effective and reliable cloud in ASY. Soon
enough, ASX realizes that occasional increases in network
delay hinder the drone applications. While ASY could de-
ploy servers closer to ASX (edge-cloud), ASY cannot sustain
the associated costs. Given the path diversity between ASX
and ASY, and ample research on (performance-driven) route
control [10, 18, 19, 30], ASX and ASY should be able to (i)
accurately measure the performance of many of the paths;
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(ii) direct traffic via the most performant paths in each direc-
tion; and (iii) do so without requiring support from the core or
any third-party provider. A closer look shows that existing ap-
proaches cannot simultaneously offer accurate measurement,
path diversity, and incremental deployability.
Multi-homing offers greater path diversity to stub ASes and
has been heavily studied [18, 32? ], including in the context of
programmable data planes [10, 19]. However, this is not a vi-
able solution for ASX and ASY as they are both single-homed.
Even assuming one of them were multi-homed, the possible
optimizations would be limited to one direction and to a small
set of paths. Plus, each network’s border switch would be lim-
ited to measuring traffic volumes and round-trip performance,
rather than one-way performance metrics.
Multi-path TCP [15, 29] allows end-hosts to balance load
over available paths, such as multiple network interface cards
(e.g., wireless and cellular). However, MP-TCP is difficult to
translate into the interdomain setting. Indeed, connecting mul-
tiple AS-level paths to the end-host network stack is technically
hard. Plus, end-host measurements are influenced by variable
performance within the two edge networks. For example, the
drones in ASX may experience link-layer retransmissions of
corrupted packets in the wireless network, while the virtual
machines in ASY may experience random delays in the hyper-
visor of the hosting servers.
Multipath extensions to BGP [13] could enable ASes to se-
lect and advertise multiple BGP paths for the same destination
IP prefix. However, these modifications would need support
from the ASes in the Internet core, where path diversity is avail-
able. In addition to extending the control plane, ASes would
need support in the data plane to direct data packets over a spe-
cific path among the set of options. Furthermore, core ASes do
not always have the same route-selection objectives as the edge
networks; for example, core ASes often select paths based on
business objectives rather than performance. Additionally, the
BGP protocol does not expose any performance information
about the underlying paths.
Overlay networks like RON [8] lay the foundations of opti-
mized path selection over a virtual topology layered on top of
the Internet. However, overlay networks require extra infras-
tructure (and associated costs), coordination and deployment
challenges, and end-host overheads for software processing.
More recent overlays from Akamai [5] and Cloudflare [22] rely
on their own infrastructure and world-wide presence; these
solutions do not apply to our example with a single access
network and a datacenter.
New routing architectures such as SCION [24] have the
potential to offer interdomain route control. Indeed, SCION
supports multiple paths across the backbone that can be chosen
by edge networks or end hosts. Unfortunately, SCION cannot
meet our deployability requirements. First, SCION requires
collaboration from both the core and edge networks. Second,
running SCION incurs non-trivial costs associated with run-
ning the CPU-based packet processors as the protocol cannot
be implemented on standard IP routers.
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Figure 2: In Tango, ASX and ASY deploy programmable
switches at their network borders to measure the wide-area
paths and select specific paths via tunneling.

3 COOPERATIVE WIDE-AREA ROUTING
Tango’s key insight is have edge networks cooperate to expose
greater path diversity and collect more accurate measurements
of path performance, without requiring changes to the core
or introducing an extensive overlay network. Tango has three
main components 1) a BGP interdomain control plane that is
used to establish different paths between Tango switches, 2)
a data plane implemented on programmable switches that at-
taches measurement data to packets and routes packets across
the appropriate interdomain path, and 3) a local configuration
containing the available routes to the other Tango switch and
logic for how a forwarding decision should be made based on
path performance. This setup allows us to overcome the core
challenges of previous work.
Path diversity through cooperation. With edge-network co-
operation, we overcome a fundamental limitation that has hin-
dered interdomain route control: backbone routers only have
a single forwarding decision installed for every destination
IP prefix. This prevents the use of distinct routes for different
applications or short-term route changes (that are too frequent
and could overwhelm the control plane or too short-lived for
BGP’s several minute convergence time). Intradomain routing
has overcome these concerns with different types of tunnelling
technologies (e.g., VLAN IDs, L3 encapsulation, and MPLS),
but these are not supported across networks and require coop-
eration from the core.

Tango separates edge-network addressing from interdomain
prefixes and leverages the fact that core routing tables already
have multiple routes to a destination installed in the form of
multiple IP prefixes. Previous work has focused on the idea of
multiple routes to the same prefix (which fundamentally re-
quires some type of change in the core), overlay routing (which
eliminates the need for core participation but requires the opera-
tion of an entire overlay network), or single-hop route selection
(where a multi-homed network selects its next hop but has no
control of the route beyond that). Our work avoids this limita-
tion by rethinking prefixes as routes (as opposed to groups of
destinations) and allowing multiple prefixes representing dif-
ferent routes to reach the same destination. Enabling prefixes to
propagate over specific routes is already well studied [12, 25]
and is achievable with well established BGP techniques such
as BGP communities [12, 27] and AS-path poisoning [25].

Even though each prefix is only associated with a single for-
warding decision (as supported by current routers), each tango
switch can be reached via multiple prefixes that it announces
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over different interdomain paths. This allows for multi-path
routing through the core without any cooperation and over-
comes the deployment challenges associated with changing
core routing (see Fig. 2 where all three prefixes can be used to
reach AS𝑌 over different paths). Furthermore, this configura-
tion can be seen as a form of source routing on the backbone.
The traffic source can select the prefix corresponding to its
chosen route and pick the destination IP address so that traffic
traverses its chosen path.

This type of configuration is uniquely enabled by our edge-
network solution. While the destination edge network can
advertise prefixes, cooperation from the source edge network is
required to understand which prefixes are available to reach the
destination and select which route to use on a per-packet basis.

To implement this technique, Tango switches announce mul-
tiple prefixes across different routes and then build tunnels
with endpoints in those different prefixes. These tunnels tra-
verse the different interdomain paths exposed by the different
prefixes. Since prefixes in Tango are used to represent routes
through the Internet, hosts need to use a different mechanism
to specify locations on the Internet (i.e., where their traffic is
going). Tango enables this by having a distinct set of prefixes
(not used for tunnels between Tango switches) that is used for
host addressing (and can even be a different IP version). These
host-address prefix(es) can be announced over traditional BGP
to enable communication with non-Tango endpoints, but when
the border router sees traffic destined for another Tango end-
point (based on a table which can be statically configured
as both endpoints are cooperating), it makes a performance-
driven/application-specific routing decision and forwards the
traffic over the appropriate tunnel.
Accurate measurements through one vantage point at the
edge of each AS. Tango leverages switches that are strategi-
cally placed at each network’s edge. By doing so Tango can
collect one-way measurements of the wide-area part of the path,
i.e., avoiding noise from the edge networks or end-hosts. Fur-
ther, Tango tunnels traffic before forwarding it to each path to
avoid unpredictable path diversity (e.g., due to 5-tuple hashing
in ECMP) which will result in measuring multiple paths as one.
Finally, Tango uses existing data packets to piggyback mea-
surement information on one side which the other can use and
remove, effectively avoiding probing or protocol dependence.

To implement these measurements, Tango adds an IP tun-
nel header, a UDP header (to control ECMP behavior), and a
timestamp to data packets. The destination switch records the
timestamp and computes the difference between the timestamp
and current system time before removing the encapsulation
and forwarding the packet on to the end host. Even though
the clocks may not be synchronized between the sending and
receiving switches, all one-way delays calculated would be
distorted by the same amount—still allowing for accurate rel-
ative comparisons of one-way delays.1 Furthermore, adding

1If Tango is implemented with more than one sending or receiving switch,
all senders and receivers must have a form of relative clock synchronization
to accurately compare measurements that go through different ingress/egress
points.

tunnel-specific sequence numbers on packets can allow Tango
to additionally compute loss and reordering.

4 PRELIMINARY PROTOTYPE
We deployed Tango between two datacenter edge networks
—one in New York/New Jersey (NY) and one in Los Angeles
(LA)— operated by the cloud provider Vultr. Our prototype
consists of two servers (one at each datacenter) that were pro-
vided with auto-assigned IPv4 and IPv6 addresses and a single
default gateway. We also utilized the free BGP connectivity
Vultr provides to its tenants (which is offered to facilitate
bring-your-own IP, and advanced interdomain networking like
custom inbound traffic engineering, IP anycast, and smooth
fail over between Vultr DCs [1]). To implement Tango in this
environment we used the BIRD routing daemon [4] to provide
Tango’s BGP control plane, we wrote a data-plane implemen-
tation in eBPF (as we did not have access to programmable
switches in Vultr’s DCs), and we generated static configura-
tions for tunnel endpoints using an IPv6 address block allo-
cated to us by our affiliated institution. Although under the
same authority, the two DCs communicate over the public
Internet, with default routes through NTT’s network.

4.1 Tango in the control plane.
The goal of the Tango control plane is to expose multiple AS-
paths via which the two edge switches can forward traffic.
This is challenging in our case because (i) we do not control a
multi-homed AS, (ii) we do not have a perfect view of the AS
topology between the two DCs, and (iii) Vultr does not own a
private WAN.

To address these challenges we follow a three-step approach.
The first step is to establish BGP sessions with Vultr’s upstream
router (this is not needed if an organization already uses BGP
for its connectivity). The second step aims at identifying the
available AS-paths from each server and finding the appro-
priate way to signal them using BGP. The third step aims at
leveraging the exposed paths to dynamically route packets.
Step 1: propagate advertisements. We run a BIRD [4] in-
stance on each of our cloud servers and set up an eBGP session
between each server and the co-located Vultr router.2 This
allows our servers in each DC to propagate advertisements for
IP prefixes (that we obtained from our affiliated academic insti-
tution) via Vultr’s routers. In our setup, each server advertises
four different /48 prefixes and uses BGP communities offered
by Vultr to shape outbound BGP announcements [2].
Step 2: identify alternative paths. To explore the available
paths between the NY server and the LA server we leverage
our capability to propagate advertisements (as we explained
before) and Vultr’s support of standard traffic-control commu-
nities [2]. Prior research has shown that BGP communities are
well supported across Internet providers [12]. In our context,
BGP communities let us prevent export of our announcements

2To circumvent the lack of a legitimate ASN, these sessions were established
with a private ASN that is removed from the AS path when Vultr propagates
our advertisements to the Internet.
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to select transit providers of Vultr. Leveraging this we imple-
mented a simple but effective iterative algorithm of attaching
a BGP community on a BGP advertisement that we send from
one server and observing the AS-path heard at the other server.
Concretely, to explore paths in a single direction between a
source and a destination DC: 1) We observed the best BGP
route for the destination exported by Vultr to our server at the
source DC. 2) We configured our BIRD instance at the desti-
nation DC to attach a BGP community that would suppress
this route. 3) We waited for BGP to propagate and confirmed
that the source DC now sees an alternate route. 4) We recorded
the communities and routes involved and repeated the process
by measuring and adding an additional community. This was
repeated until suppressing the used route caused the prefix to
become unreachable by the other endpoint.

Following this procedure we found that the LA and the NY
DCs are connected by at least four paths in each direction as
we illustrate in Fig. 3. Specifically, traffic from LA to NY can
be routed through (in order of preference by Vultr’s routers): (i)
NTT; (ii) Telia; (iii) GTT; and (iv) NTT and Cogent (we refer to
this as Cogent). Traffic from NY to LA can be routed through:
(i) NTT; (ii) Telia; (iii) GTT; and (iv) Level3. Moreover, we
have recorded the communities and routes each server needs
to propagate to expose them.
Step 3: forward traffic via a particular path Upon reception
of a packet the Tango switch (server in our case) should be able
to redirect it to its destination via one of the exposed paths in
the previous step. However, BGP only uses a single path per
destination. To address this, the Tango switch encapsulates the
packet using an IP and UDP header that changes its destination
IP such that it follows the chosen path.

4.2 Tango in the data plane
To goal of the Tango data plane is to (i) direct packets via the
correct path by encapsulating them in an IP and UDP header
and (ii) measure the one-way-delay of the different paths by
piggy-packing information in the UDP header. Since we do not
control a programmable switch, but want to reduce measure-
ment noise and make our prototype scalable, we implement
this functionality as a eBPF program. The sender-side eBPF
program timestamps and encapsulates packets in a fixed IP
and UDP header based on the chosen path for that packet. The
receiver-side eBPF program calculates the difference between
the current time and the timestamp to estimate the one-way
delay. Each server runs both the sender and the receiver-side
eBPF program. Observe that with two endpoints, all packets
(regardless of path) are timestamped by a single sending ma-
chine and read by a single receiver, providing sound relative
measurements between paths without assuming synced clocks
(as the offset caused by out-of-sync clocks is a constant).
On the generality of our setup We stress that our set-up is well
within the capabilities of small enterprises. First, we leverage
features that Vultr offers to all clients for free. Second, the use
of an IPv6 prefix is not hard, considering (i) the abundance in
IPv6 space and (ii) cloud providers also lease space e.g., Vultr.
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Figure 3: Multiple paths used between Vultr DCs.

5 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Our set-up shows that a Tango infrastructure is practical to
instantiate even with minimal resources. In this section, we
investigate the expected gain from using the Tango. While
our measurements do not translate to every single case in the
Internet, it does show that even short AS-paths that traverse the
core might not be optimal. We first explain our methodology
before we describe our results.
Measurement Methodology We ran the eBPF program in our
two servers for an eight-day period and recorded the average
one-way delay for every path at 10ms intervals. To generate
traffic we ran a ping along each path every 10ms. Because of
the lack of clock sync, comparisons between one-way-delays
in different directions have little meaning, but relative changes
in one-way-delay between paths are meaningful because the
clock offset is a constant.
The BGP default path is 30% worse than the most perfor-
mant path. This result highlights the potential benefit of Tango
even in seemingly short paths as in our prototype. We illustrate
our results of the one-way delay over time across the different
paths between NY and LA in Fig. 4. GTT’s path significantly
outperforms the BGP default path through NTT whose delay
is 30% higher on average. The same holds for the reverse di-
rection. In addition, we see that different paths show different
jitter characteristics. To measure sub-second network jitter, we
calculated the mean standard deviation of a 1-second rolling
window. For example, in the LA to NY direction (not shown in
the figure) we found the least noisy path GTT had a rolling win-
dow standard deviation of .01ms while Telia had a deviation
of .33ms. Depending on the application, delay and jitter could
have a significant impact on the user-perceived performance.
While we observe some correlated disturbances, each path ex-
poses unique performance characteristics. In conclusion, even
a tenant in Vultr could benefit from Tango today.

Our measurement methodology allows us to monitor the
delay of the exposed paths over a longer time period. Doing so
allows us to find temporal performance changes worth being
realized or avoided with adaptive routing. Next, we explain
two particularly interesting incidents that make the case for
continuous measurements and dynamic route control.
Internal routing changes Fig. 4 shows an hour-long frame
of our experiment. Around hour 121.25, the one-way-delay
of GTT’s route dramatically increases during a brief period of
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NTT Telia GTT Level 3  

Figure 4: One-way-delay of different paths from NY to LA (left) showing the best path (GTT in green) outperforming
the default path (NTT in blue). A route change (middle) and a period of instability (right) with latency spikes up to 78ms
in GTT’s network in the NY to LA direction.

instability. After this, it quickly stabilizes at a new minimum
that has a 5ms longer one-way delay. This persists for around
10 minutes until the original path is used. Thus, during these
route-change events, selecting an alternate path based on live
data is required for optimal performance.
Periods of network instability At various points in the data
the networks seem to undergo a period of poor performance.
Several of these times are visible in the 24h trace in Fig. 4. Fig. 4
also shows a close-up of one such event. The period of instabil-
ity lasts approximately 5min and involves both minor increases
in one-way delay and major spikes resulting in a peak one-way-
delay of 78ms (more than double the minimum one-way delay
of 28ms). During this time, all other networks experience al-
most no interference to their usual operations maintaining
their minimum one-way delays. During these spikes, a latency-
sensitive application (e.g., drone-control) could experience
significantly degraded performance. Furthermore, even though
GTT’s network does deliver some packets at the minimum one-
way delay of 28ms (even during the instability), TCP’s in-order
packet delivery means that should a packet experience delay
during one of these spikes, future application packets will be
delivered out-of-order (resulting in a reduction in TCP through-
put) and the application-layer data stream will be held up by the
slow packet. Thus, changing to a path that is not experiencing
this network instability is superior for application performance.

6 FUTURE RESEARCH
Support for wide-area, efficient & trustworthy telemetry.
Any data-driven system working in the wide-area is vulnerable
to on-path and off-path attackers who might try to compro-
mise the monitoring process. For instance, an attacker might
try to inject, drop or modify some of the packets used for
measurements. In theory, the two Tango end-points can use
cryptography to protect the process.While several pieces of
existing work have tried to minimize the potential impact of an
on-path adversary to the measurements [11, 16, 17, 23], none

of those facilitates the exchange of arbitrary measurement in-
formation or is made to work under the resource constraints
of typical programmable switches.
From Tango of 2 to Tango of N. In this paper we focus on
the opportunities that arise when two parties collaborate under
the Tango architecture using one point of presence (PoP) each.
This is a crucial step as it allows Tango to be incrementally
deployable at no extra cost and worths being automated us-
ing more knobs such as AS-path poisoning, ECMP reverse
engineering etc. Still, a Tango of two only barely scratches the
surface of Tango’s full potential. We envision, Tango of two to
be the building block of an open and robust wide-area overlay
composed of more networks and of more PoPs of the same
network. Doing so will expose a larger path diversity to Tango
participants using RON-like techniques.
Tango to make complex wide-area measurements and op-
timization practical today. Over the years multiple measure-
ment and route optimizations techniques with different targets
and trade-offs have been proposed [6, 7, 9, 14, 20, 21, 26, 28,
31]. Their wide-area deployment though is hindered by the lack
of a robust overlay that is BGP-compliant, cost-efficient and
does not require special hardware. We believe that realizing
Tango will trigger the re-evaluation of such techniques. Fi-
nally, Tango has the potential to act as a wide-area dynamically
slicable network allowing participants to enforce certain QoS.
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